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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi, Before we get started, I want to warn you that it might be helpful to go to these slides on your own device. We’ll be showing you a bunch of data and visualizations that might look better up close.We’re from Minnesota State University at Mankato, the largest university in the Minnesota State system, which is not the same as the University of Minnesota system, and we’re the second largest library in Minnesota. The collection was developed primarily for undergraduate education, but as the university has added more and more graduate school programs and aspirations, the library has needed to evolve. We focus on collection analysis because the library’s base collection budget has not been increased in over 7 years, so we need to be as smart and strategic as possible as we manage the collection to engage our university’s scholarly needs.



“Our new collection review report includes several dozen data 
elements and visualizations, as well as new metrics for journal 
package assessment. We describe how the report supports 
collection review and we provide examples of how the metrics 
informed our discussions. We demonstrate how this information 
guided conversations with academic departments.”

1.Base Data & Package Level Analysis
2.Data Visualization
3.Our Collection Review
4.Information for Academic Departments
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The basic order of our presentation is straightforward. We’ll quickly provide a demonstration of the data available to us and how we have summarized and visualized the data in various ways. We’ll then talk about how we used the data for collection review and how we’ll use the data to communicate with academic departments.Please bear with me as I demonstrate the data. There’s a lot to see and not much time, so I’ll have to move quickly. If it seems I’m moving too fast through the data, you’ll get a sense of our experience working with the data. The fact is that we feel we’ve barely scratched the surface of what’s here. 
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As a team, our goal is not merely to combine lots of data, but to refine the data to serve specific purposes. <CLICK>
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For example, at other conferences, we’ve presented finished products for collection outreach <CLICK>
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and collection evaluation. In this presentation, instead, we’re describing the products we developed for collection assessment. <CLICK>
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But instead of sharing only our nice, shiny finished products, as we have done at other conferences, we are sharing some of the mess prior to refinement for the products under consideration today, because we think there are all sorts of possibilities here.
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However, I should also mention, before we really get going, that we’re not covering how we wrangled the underlying data sources today, even though we know that’s what many people will be interested in. We’ve presented on other aspects of our collection analysis work at other conferences, so we’ll just have to point you to those presentations for more information. In case you’ve never seen our work before, the basic breakthrough is that we are able to combine any number of sources of journals collection data pretty efficiently and surprisingly accurately, so it doesn’t matter if the source is COUNTER usage or Scimago or the ILS or anything else – we can combine it and make use of it, along with any number of other sources. That may sound great, but when you push the premise to the limits, as we have started to do, you find that there IS such a thing as too much of a good thing. 



Collection Review, v2:
The Base Report
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We actually worked with two versions of our data for this product. We called the first version “Collection Review Version 1” or CRV1 for short. The second version is CRV2. In order to move quickly, we’ll just show you CRV2 today.Another item to note is that we have previously done most of our data finishing work for other products using Excel, although we use MySQL and MS Access for the data processing. For this project, however, we decided to try a test-implementation of Tableau. Our goal was to decide whether to migrate our future data finishing work to Tableau. As a result, we’ll be showing you a lot of data viz completed in Tableau. We’ll also reflect on the Pros and Cons of Tableau vs. Excel.
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CRV2 includes one row for each journal we subscribe to either individually or in a subscription package. CRV2 does not include rows for journals from aggregators only, but we do track aggregator coverage and overlap with our subscription journals in CRV2.There are 86 fields tracked in the CRV2 Base Report. In the original report, these 86 fields extend out to the right over 86 columns, but I’ve broken the report into pictures of the various sections for the sake of this presentation.So here we have a set of identification data. The CRID uniquely identifies each journal-title. There’s also title, ISSN, and collection.
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Next, there is price information, including full price, which we also refer to as nominal or cover price. We also include distributed price, or discounted price, which is the price of the journal after package discount. Because our subscribed journals can be accessible via multiple sources, we sum those multiple sources of access as both distinct venues and distinct providers. We also sum distinct open access venues we’ve turned on,  and Electronic Library of Minnesota venues, which are provided consortially.
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Next, we include additional summary coverage information, including start of any sub coverage that continues to present, and inclusive coverage from any other sources, including aggregators, open access venues, and backfiles. We also identify if a sub is entirely unique, or if current coverage is duplicated in aggregators.
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Then, we start on evaluative data. Here, we’ve integrated a pile of Citescore and other impact data from Scopus. For assessment purposes, I especially like being able to use the 2015,16, and 17 numbers to see trends, which I’ll be able to extend over time. I also especially like the SNIP impact indicator, which is subject normalized.(By the way, you can learn more about the impact measures here and on the next slide simply by googling them.)



https://www.scimagojr.com/
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Next, some of my favorite data is openly available at the Scimago website, although these data are also derived from Scopus. Here you see overall rank of the journal from the universe of journals tracked in Scopus, but also best quartile ranking in a given year for a journal for any applicable subject.We can do some really neat things because Scimago tells us the number of docs and citable docs published in a journal, and the number of citations for those publications. In fact, we can make our own calculations showing citation patterns by subject or package.The subject mapping for Scimago is the same as CiteScore because both are sourced from Scopus. There are both narrow and broad subject assignments, so we can get different views of our collection by subject.
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Next, we include 5 years of JR1 journal usage data, first from All Sources, and second, from the subscription source only. Comparing all usage for a journal to subscription-specific usage is really helpful for understanding the value of the subscription itself, instead of simply judging the value of the journal overall.
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Next, we include 5 years of JR2 turnaway data, which can help us see where we might need to add something. I suppose I should also mention in this context that we’ve included both ILL and browsing data in other products, but we didn’t include these data for CRV2.
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And finally, we include JR5 data, which allows us to see how patrons are using journals by year of publication. Of course, YOP patterns of usage vary by subject, but also by package. 



Subject Assignments JR1 Time Series Data
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In addition, there’s more usable base data in other tables that key to the Base Report, such as subject assignments and usage data formatted for time-series visualization, but I had to set limits on how much I’d show here.



CRv2 Base Report,
Summary

List of all fields included
in CRv2 for every subscribed*
journal.

*Individual and package 
subscriptions are included, but
not journals in aggregators.
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Here is the full list of the fields I mentioned – and I’m sorry I’ve gone way too fast, but we’ve got a lot to show you. These fields can be combined in dozens of different ways for summary and visualization purposes, far exceeding what we have time to show you today, and others can be added pretty easily. 



Package Level Analysis Report (PLAR)
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We really don’t have time to look closely at how we summarized the CRV2 data for initial collection assessment purposes, because we want to move on to the fun of our Tableau visualizations, but I want to give you some sense of the power in the underlying numbers, as we summarized them at the package level. I really like some of the metrics in the PLAR because I imagine libraries could share at least some of these measures without any violation of confidentiality, in order to understand the relative value of their deals.There are 75 unique data fields included in the PLAR, and one repeated to improve readability. Each record or row is for a single journal subscription package, such as Wiley or ACS.
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So here you can see some of the basic info for each package, although I’ve obscured the names of the packages. These are pretty standard fields which will come from the license and acquisitions. I also included the discount we get for packages, if that concept is applicable to the package. The discount is calculated by comparing package full price to distributed price for all journals in the package. I think this would be a useful measure for libraries to share.
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And here we get into some of the more interesting calculations we can do. Of course, we’ve always tracked cost-per-title for packages, but it is much more useful to know the Cost-per-Quartile1 title in a package. We also calculate cost-per-citable document in a package, and trend of subscription-specific usage for the package.
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Then we get into some analysis to understand usage volatility for the package, defined as usage range divided by usage mean for 3 and 5 years. We also look at how HTML usage specifically has trended, as opposed to all usage combining PDF downloads and HTML. I think this is a very important metric because anomalous HTML usage might point to vendor gaming of stats, or might have other interpretations.
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Next, we look at usage even more, by comparing All-platform usage to subscription-specific usage. We also calculate sub-specific cost per use vs. all-platform cost per use for the journals in a package.We then use our journal level data to analyze unique holdings. It is really interesting to see unique holdings side-by-side with the ratio of subscription-specific usage to all-usage for a package. Actually, I think we discovered that the sub-specific usage ratio, expressed as a percentage and graphed in green here, is a key indicator of a package’s essentiality to the library, although the ratio could also have other interpretations.
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Next, we added some package analysis data generated by the commercial ERM we were using up until a few weeks ago. We found that the overlap analysis data provided by the ERM was less useful than our own overlap analysis calculations, which could be parsed more flexibly and more deeply.
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Next, we analyzed packages based on how many subjects are assigned to each journal by Scopus. We call this the Subject Ratio. This ratio can have many interpretations, and works well when combined with other metrics.We also compared packages on the basis of the number of citable documents they publish. You maybe wouldn’t believe it until you see it, but some publishers very clearly publish thinner journals than other publishers when compared in aggregate, as we have done. 
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And finally we compared Year of Publication usage for packages. It’s really interesting to compare where the value is in each package by looking at the percentage of use for a recent set of years vs. an older set of years – and obviously, these numbers are really helpful when considering the purchase of backfiles. Just for example, look at the contrast of the 2 packages highlighted by arrows.



The PLAR,
Summary

List of all fields included
in the PLAR for every 
Subscription package.
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Here’s the summary list of fields in the PLAR.



Package level analysis
WHAT TO DROP
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We’ll start with some package level analysis, with the goal of looking at what to drop.
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2013-2017 Journal Usage (all packages)Shows type of access provider (Subscription, Aggregator, JSTOR) grouped by the journal package. __________This first visualization shows the 2013-2017 journal usage for all the packages broken down by access provider (subscription, aggregator, or JSTOR).Key:Orange: Subscription usageBlue: Aggregator usageDark Gray: JSTOR usage
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2013-2017 Journal Usage (select packages)Shows type of access provider (Subscription, Aggregator, JSTOR) grouped by the journal package.__________This is the same 2013-2017 journal usage, but filtered down to select packages.One of the things we like about using Tableau for these data visualizations is that you can make approachable images that contain detailed information in a dynamic presentation. For example if we were showcasing this viz in Tableau today instead of using static images in a powerpoint, we would be able to mouse over any of these data points to see a summary of the data.Key:Orange: Subscription usageBlue: Aggregator usageDark Gray: JSTOR usage
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2013-2017 Journal Usage (select packages)Shows type of access provider (Subscription, Aggregator, JSTOR) grouped by the journal package.__________For example, when I hovered my mouse over this data point in Package E, we can see that for 2015, the subscription usage was 3,274.When we are demonstrating our work amongst our group, this is an impressive functionality, but it quickly loses impact once we have to move off the Tableau platform.We know there are potentially many ways to create similar visualizations, and as we move forward with this project, we will continue to consider other visualization options.  Key:Orange: Subscription usageBlue: Aggregator usageDark Gray: JSTOR usage
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2013-2017 Subscription vs Aggregator Usage, Title Count, and Citable Documents (3 year period)__________For this viz looking at subscription vs aggregator usage, the length of bars in the left column depict total journal usage for 2013-2017. The orange portion is the usage from a subscription and the blue is the aggregator usage. In the center column is the title count and the right column in the number of citable documents over a 3 year period.Key:Left Column: Orange: Subscription usageBlue: Aggregator usageCenter Column:Light Gray: Title countRight Column:Dark Gray: Citable documents (3 year period)
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2017 Journal Usage by Quartilewith shading for the percent of usage from a subscription. __________This is a break down of journal usage by quartile,The rows are quartiles (Q1 – Null).The length of each the bar is the 2017 journal usageThe shading is based on the percent of the usage that is from a subscription.Key:Length of Bar: 2017 usageShading: Percent of usage from a subscription (darker shading is higher percentage)



Journal level analysis
WHAT TO BRING BACK
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Next we’ll look at some viz to do a journal level analysis, thinking about what potentially to add back.
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Collection Breakdown by Journals: 2013-2017 Usage, Subscription Usage Percent, and 2017 CiteScore__________This is a breakdown looking at a single collection. The size of the square is the 2013-2017 usage data.The shading once again depicts the percent usage from subscription.There are two labels within each box:The first is the journal title,The second is the 2017 CiteScore.I think the real value in this specific viz is that your eye is immediately drawn to the journals that have that deep shading (which is sub usage). It is then really easy to compare that journal to the rest of the collection and see how strongly those metrics support maintaining or reestablishing access. Key:Size of Square: 2013-2017 usageShading: Percent of usage from a subscription (darker shading is higher percentage)First Label: Name of journal Second Label: 2017 CiteScore 
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Potential Journal Losses of Concern with Cancelationsorted by percent usage from subscription (high to low)__________This shows potential journal losses of concern with a package cancelation.In the left column, the visual is focusing on the journals whose use comes from a subscription (with the deeper shading depicting a higher percentage – sorted high to low) and the length of the bar is their 2013-2017 usage.As a comparison point to further evaluate these journals, the right hand column is the 2017 CiteScore. As a more generalized comment, there are many evaluative journal metrics that could be used as a comparison point (like SNIP, SJR, H-Index, etc.) and they each could have their place in making comparisons. It is a very simple process to modify the Tableau visuals to change the metrics being compared.Key:Left Column:Length of Bar: 2013-2017 usageShading: Percent of usage from a subscription (darker shading is higher percentage)Right Column:Length of Bar: 2017 CiteScore�
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Journal Comparison for One Collection: 2013-2017 Journal Usage to 2017 CiteScore__________This journal comparison looks at the 2013-2017 usage in the left column and 2017 CiteScore in the right column.Key:Left Column:Length of Bar: 2013-2017 usageRight Column:Length of Bar: 2017 CiteScore
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2013-2017 Usage of Journals with Overlapping Coverage__________This is a list of journals with coverage from both subscriptions and aggregators. The list is sorted by usage and the shading is the percent from subscription.Key:Length of Bar: 2013-2017 usageShading: Percent of usage from a subscription (darker shading is higher percentage)
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Usage of Journals During Embargo Period__________This shows usage of journals during an embargo period.The left column is the usage of journals during the 2017 embargo period.The right column is the 2017 CiteScore.Key:Left Column:Length of Bar: Journal usage during embargo periodRight Column:Length of Bar: 2017 CiteScore
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2015-2017 CiteScore Trend by Journal__________This is the trend line for 2015-2017 CiteScores by journal.



Telling the story
CONTEXTUALIZING A RECOMMENDATION FOR DEPARTMENTS
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Next we have a few visualizations that we feel could help support recommendations to our academic departments.
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Single Collection Breakdown by Subjects, Journal Title, 2013-2017 Usage, and 2017 CiteScore__________This is a breakdown of a single collection by subject.Each row depicts a different subjectEach subject is further divided into journalsSize of journal:  2013-2017 usageShading: 2017 CiteScoreKey:Size of journal:  2013-2017 usageShading: 2017 CiteScore
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Subject Coverage by Collection__________This depicts a single subject divided by collection.The size of each slice is the 2013-2017 usage.Part of the reason we added this one is just to show another kind of visualization possible in Tableau.Key:Color: collectionSize: 2013-2017 usage
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Selected Package Displaying High SNIP Journals By All-Platform-Usage__________This is a package displaying high SNIP journals by All-Platform-UsageThe X-axis is the 2017 usageThe Y-axis is the 2017 SNIPThis is another viz option and also one of the few that do not rely on the dynamic aspect of Tableaus to present a full understanding. This is one we could hand out at a department meeting and it’s very clear what is being shown.Key:X-axis: 2017 usageY-axis: 2017 SNIP



Fun stuff and Miscellany
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We’ve been working with this data for awhile and have come up with some interesting viz that don’t cleanly fit in to the previous groupings, but we still wanted to show some of them.
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Citable Documents (3 year period) by Package__________This bubble map is from our title card and shows the number of citable docs in a three year period.
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Collection Strengths: 2013-2017 Usage, Title Count, Average 2017 CiteScorewith shading for the percent usage from a subscription.__________In the left column, this one shows the 2013-2017 usage by subject with percent subscription shadingTitle count (center)and Average CiteScore of subject journals (right). I don’t know if averaging CiteScores is a mathematically supported metric, but I wanted some way to gauge the journal strength for the subject overall.Key:Left Column:Blue: 2013-2017 usageShading: Percent of usage from a subscription (darker shading is higher percentage)Center Column:Orange: Title CountRight Column:Dark Gray: Average 2017 CiteScore
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Title per Subject per QuartileCould we target Q4 & N/A Titles?__________This is the number of titles -- per subjects -- divided by quartile. That really long bar in the middle is categorized as a N/A Quartile and Blank Subject – these journals immediately beg for more examination.Key:Blue: Title count
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Subject by Open Access and Electronic Library of Minnesota Venues__________This is the number of distinct venues by subject for Open Access on the left and the Electronic Library of Minnesota on the right.Shows what coverage is possible without expending institutional funds.Key:Left Column: Peach: Number of distinct OA venuesRight Column: Blue: Number of distinct ELM venues
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Side by Side Comparison of Journals in a Selected Packageby 2017 SNIP, Sum of Subscription-Usage, & Ratio of Subscription-Usage to All-Platform-Usage for the Journal -- filtered for anything with >2 Yrs Agg moving wall, >5 Sub Uses, Orange Color applied to anything with > 0.8 SNIP, broken out by quartile ranking.__________Finally, this shows a Side by Side Comparison of Journals in one Packageby 2017 SNIP, The Sum of Subscription-Usage, & the Ratio of Subscription-Usage to All-Platform-Usage for the Journal And additionally it is filtered for anything with a greater than 2 Yrs Aggegator moving wall, More than 5 Subsciption Uses, And an Orange Color applied to anything with > 0.8 SNIP, broken out by quartile ranking.There is a lot to unpack in this viz (and just a reminder that our slides are available digitally), but really this is an aspirational slide. This project allows us to pull together so much data and represent it with nuanced visualization that we feel there is a real opportunity to understand our collection in previously impossible ways. However, we still need to train our minds to be able to unpack and think critically about visualizations like these.Key:Orange: High impact journal (>.8 SNIP)Gray: Not high impact Left Column: 2017 SNIPCenter Column: 2017 subscription usageRight Column: Usage ratio



Collection Review Process (Focus on 
Journal Packages)

“Our goal is not merely to combine lots of data, but to refine the data to serve a specific 
purpose”

1. Package Review

2. Deeper Analysis and Visualizations

3. Adding Back Single Subscriptions to Support Package Review

4. Evaluation of Individual Journal Overlap

5. Considering other Factors for Adding Back Single Subscriptions 

6. Recommendations and Academic Departments

7. Departmental Communication: Telling the Story 

8. Tracking/Feedback for Next Collection Review
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To repeat what Nat said at the outset, “Our goal is not merely to combine lots of data, but to refine the data to serve a specific purpose.” The practical use of the data and visuals we have discussed so far have been to support our Biennial Collection Review. This is an initiative, Nat began a couple years ago to begin systematically reviewing all journal packages and single subscriptions every two years. At this point we are not in a desperate need for cuts but we are simply pruning the collection to create opportunities for other resources and to stay ahead of inflation. This being our second attempt at a comprehensive journal Collection Review, the enhancements made to the JCA db while working on other projects increased the possibilities for combining data to support the Review. I am going to discuss the process we have developed for this year’s review. The focus here is on the review of journal packages. After we are ready to make recommendations about renewing or canceling journal packages the committee will begin the review of our single subscriptions. As of now we have shared our analysis with the committee and we are working towards making renewal cancellation recommendations. We were hoping to be at the point of sharing recommendations with academic departments by this presentation, but it snowed a bunch in Minnesota and we have had to cancel meetings and delay work. 



1. Package Review
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The first practical steps for using the data was bringing the Package Level Analysis Report, or PLAR, to the Journals Review Committee. The PLAR, which Nat discussed above, consists of an analysis of 22 journal packages.  We reviewed the data in the PLAR and asked committee members to come back to our next meeting with 3 packages that they felt could be investigated further as a potential cancellations and discuss which metrics were most compelling for coming to a cancellation decision.As expected, packages with higher cost per use were frequently cited as potential cuts. But the committee had the chance to look at other variables, many of which Nat described, such as package usage trends and the percentage of titles with higher evaluative criteria such as Scimago journal ranking or Cite Score. Overlap with other forms of access particularly drew the attention of group members. For instance it was interesting to compare side by side the percentage of use coming directly from the subscription compared to the percentage of holdings in a package that were unique, surprisingly these didn’t always align (as you can see here some titles with a low percentage of unique holdings still have a high percentage of usage coming directly from the publisher as opposed to aggregators). Members of the committee also noted that some packages had modest cost per use, but considerable overlap. So these packages were providing value based on usage, but perhaps not in terms of unique content. Committee members also expressed concerns about subject-focused packages. Many of these had a higher cost per use, but a cancellation decision would disproportionally impact one or two departments. Some of these departments have lower enrollments or other curricular factors that lead to lower usage, even though the departments may highly value the journal content. As a result we recognized that when comparing subject-focused packages and larger multi-subject collections together we have to consider some qualitative factors. These discussions raised a number of great questions that drove our deeper package analysis. We chose seven packages to analyze in greater depth.  



2. Deeper Analysis and Visualizations
Adding New Data Elements

Tableau

New Data Combinations and Visualizations
◦ Package Level Analysis: What to drop
◦ Journal Level Analysis: What to add back
◦ Telling the Story: Contextualizing a recommendation for departments
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One thing that emerged from our Package Review, beyond identifying the seven packages, was to add additional data to our analysis. Nat described much of this in his portion, but there were elements, such as narrow subject data that we didn’t have when selecting packages for further analysis. We also had begun to play with Tableau and wanted to explore the opportunities the software would provide for analyzing and communicating our work. �Our ultimate goal of our analysis at this point was to be able to make a sound renewal or cancellation recommendation. We also recognized we would need analysis to support actions following a cancellation recommendation. The first types of data combinations and visualizations in our process were are those that could help us justify dropping or retaining packages. We started with 22 packages and are now down to 7, but would need to look for ways to differentiate packages and assess the value to our campus. We recognized that once we made a journal package cancellation recommendation, in most cases we could not simply walk away without addressing individual journal titles of value within the package. So a second need for analysis was data combinations or visualizations that help decide individual journals to add back post cancelation. This analysis would also need to happen at the same time we were working on package level analysis, because understanding potential post-cancellation titles to be added back as single subscriptions, could impact the decision to cancel or keep a package. Each journal added back reduces the cost savings from cancelling a package and we are relying on those savings to support new initiatives, fight inflation, and manage our budget. Lastly, once we make a cancellation recommendation we would need to communicate this information to academic departments. Since we are hoping that departments will support our recommendations for cancellations we need convincing evidence and clear visuals so our case can be clearly communicated. While we can use data combinations and visualizations developed in support of making a cancellation/renewal recommendation, we recognize that academic departments have unique perspectives about the journals that support their discipline and may lack some context to interpret data elements that supported the Library’s decision making. Using our visualizations to “tell the story” of our recommendation, will be essential and something we will be continuing to work on as we finish the semester.



3. Adding Back Single Subscriptions to 
Support Package Level Analysis
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To assist the Journal Review Committee with making package renewal/cancellation recommendations, we provided estimates on the savings accrued from canceling a package after individual journals were added back as single subs. We provided 3 different cost per use thresholds for adding journals back ($30, $15, and $7.50). Cost per use was calculated dividing the nominal (or sticker price) for an individual journal subscription divided by 1 year of subscription (not aggregator) usage. Titles with current access via aggregators were excluded as options for adding back in the initial calculation of savings. As a point of comparison, cost per use numbers were also provided for each package, where journal titles with 1 year or less embargoed access in aggregators were excluded from being added back. The “savings for cancellation” calculation is the package cost minus the nominal cost of adding back journal titles with cost per use below each threshold. You can see for this package, at $30 Cost per use threshold we would add back 50 journal titles and cancellation would net no savings whereas the $15 threshold would save as much as some smaller packages.



4. Evaluation of Individual Journal 
Overlap
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In utilizing current or embargoed overlap coverage for cancelation recommendations, we recognized that not all overlap is equal. Some journal titles have multiple aggregators providing access, so if a journal title is pulled from a database or if we were to cancel an aggregator, we would still have a source of access. In these cases we feel more secure relying on aggregator access.We also need to take into consideration the likelihood of renewal or cancelation of aggregators that provide our overlap access. Some databases are seen as core resources and very unlikely to be cancelled, while others are more tenuous. Also, some of our aggregator access comes for resources purchased by the State through the Electronic Library of Minnesota. Changes made in the slate of aggregators the State provides could impact access to journals considered as a part of this process. As a result, a recommendation to cancel a package that relies on having overlap of access for important journals, needs to consider the source of that overlap in the decision. This impacts journal titles we choose to add back post cancelation. If post cancelation access came from a resource with a less certain future, we might consider maintaining a single subscription. 



5. Considering other Factors for Adding 
Back Single Subscriptions 
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In addition to considering full overlap of access, we considered how embargoed access could impact our recommendations? If a journal gets modest use, but is available with an embargo, what is the cost of losing access to the most current year? While there is a qualitative component to this question, as some disciplines rely more heavily the most current information, we can get some sense of how this plays out on our campus by looking at JR5 usage data for journal titles. By analyzing usage of the most recent years of a journal we can get a sense of whether there would be enough usage to justify adding back a journal for only a year or so of non-overlap access. As you can see here this title is around $300, so 18 uses of the most recent year would net around $16 cost per use, which likely justifies a subscription. (as a side note package cancelation could also impact older volumes of a journal if the package access went back further than the aggregator overlap, JR5 data could also support this type of analysis) When deciding on journals to add back, trend data of individual titles was valuable. We looked at usage trends to see if titles had increased or decreased in use. We even considered trends in evaluative measures like Citescore and SJR. By evaluating whether journal’s impact has been increasing, we consider retaining titles in anticipation of future value. While a journal’s rising prestige may not be the decisive factor, it could support adding back titles that were on the cusp.



6. Recommendations and Academic 
Departments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we’ve come to a recommendation for packages to drop and journals to add back (this is what our committee is working on now), we need to consider communication with academic departments. Our first step in communicating cancellation recommendations is determining which academic departments we need to communicate with. In most cases this decision will be made by librarian liaisons, but we need to provide subject data per package to make clear who will be impacted by a cancellation recommendation. We have mapped each academic department to one or more Scimago subject categories as a part of our project to develop Liaison Journal Collection Analysis Reports. These reports compare our holdings and journal data to the range of journal titles that serve a discipline. With this mapping, we can directly connect journal titles that have Scimago subject headings to academic departments.



7. Departmental Communication: Telling 
the Story 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any communication with departments will need to provide context for our process. So in this case, we want to make clear that this is just a planned biennial review of our subscriptions, and not a crisis. Communication with academic departments will likely not add totally new metrics, but our message will need to be boiled down to the clearest justification. Visuals will need to emphasize the most salient justifications for cancellations. We may also need to contextualize data, which might benefit by comparing package information beyond the seven selected for deeper analysis. Providing analysis that includes stronger performing packages that are familiar to faculty in the disciplines affected by a cancelation recommendation may help to clarify our justification.A last point of emphasis when communicating with academic departments is recognizing that high impact journals will likely be familiar to faculty, our communication needs to demonstrate that high impact titles affected by cancellation are either covered via overlap or have low enough use that ILL is sufficient. 



8. Tracking/Feedback for Next Collection 
Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The decision to cancel a package and rely on aggregator access for valued journals requires monitoring. We are adding a local table in the JCA db to record important titles that rely on aggregators for access. We would like to use the table to help remind us to check access to important journals without a direct subscription. This will help us ensure that we catch a title’s removal from aggregator access in a timely manner and can help us respond quickly if aggregators are considered for cancellation.We can also use the local table to record information provided by departments. For instance if departments emphasize specific titles as core to their department we can record that information so future collection reviews can draw us to these titles during the process.The table can be used to record information about journals of rising importance mentioned earlier. Regular monitoring of these journals can ensure we watch for these titles during future collection reviews or monitor impact to see if a journal we no longer have access to should be added. Titles with no current access can be identified in Liaison Journal Collection Analysis reports could also be monitored and considered for new subscriptions, but that is not a part of our Collection Review.



Single Sub Collection Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will conduct a review of single subscriptions following our review of packages. Many of the same metrics and thresholds used when considering titles to add back can be directly applied to this list of journals. We can also use subject information for both cancelation/renewal decision making and departmental communication since the mapping of Scimago journal subjects to academic departments allows us to easily parse a lengthy list of titles for librarian liaison review.Those journals not listed in Scimago will need special handling to assign subjects, but we once we categorize these titles we can include that in the database for next review.



Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately we want to make sure we learn from our process. The JCA db was much improved from our work developing and enhancing our Liaison Journal Collection Analysis Reports. We came to this process excited to utilize new variables to shape our Journal Collection Review. We worked with the JRC committee and had a chance to explore different combinations of data and brought new data elements to the process. We learned a lot and thought a lot about visualization to support decision making and communication. 2 years from now we can start our process building from the work we accomplished here.The JCA db is used for other projects including the Liaison Journal Collection Analysis Reports mentioned earlier. Insights gained in this process and enhancements to data and JCA db can assist in the development of other products. We have multiple in the queue including providing a college level journal analysis report for our College of Science, Engineering and Technology. We are also seeking to compare our holdings to the entire Scimago Master list of journals and will explore the possibilities to look at our data in a new way. In the end, we want to continue to learn and would love to connect with others who have a passion for collection analysis. Thank you so much for coming to our session. Let us know if we can answer any questions.
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